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Abstract. This short paper is an abridged version of [1], where we introduce a
framework for the dynamic generation of novel knowledge obtained by exploit-
ing a recently introduced extension of a Description Logic of typicality able to
combine prototypical descriptions of concepts. Given a goal expressed as a set of
properties, in case an intelligent agent cannot find a concept in its initial knowl-
edge base able to fulfill all these properties, our system exploits the reasoning
services of the Description Logic TCL in order to find two concepts whose cre-
ative combination satisfies the goal.
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1 Introduction

A challenging problem in Artificial Intelligence concerns the capability of an intelligent
agent to achieve its goals when its knowledge base does not contain enough information
to do that. In this line of research, existing goal-directed systems usually implement a
re-planning strategy in order to tackle the problem. This is systematically performed
by either an external injection of novel knowledge or as the result of a communication
with another intelligent agent [2]. Here, we describe an alternative approach, consisting
in a dynamic and automatic generation of novel knowledge obtained through a process
of commonsense reasoning. The idea is as follows: given an intelligent agent and a set
of goals, if it is not able to achieve them from an initial knowledge base, then it tries
to dynamically generate new knowledge by combining available information. Novel
information will be then used to extend the initial knowledge base in order to achieve
the goals. As an example, suppose that an intelligent agent is aware of the facts that,
normally, coffee contains caffeine and is a hot beverage, that the chocolate with cream
is normally sweet and has a taste of milk, whereas Limoncello is not a hot beverage
(normally, it is served chilled). Both coffee and Limoncello are after meal drinks. Cold
winters in Turin suggest to have a hot after-meal drink, also being sweet and having taste
of milk. None of the concepts in the knowledge base of the agent are able to achieve the
goal on their own, however, the combination between coffee and chocolate with cream
provides a solution.

In this short paper we describe a framework following this approach in the context of
Description Logics (for short, DLs) by exploiting the logic TCL, recently introduced in
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order to account for the phenomenon of concept combination of prototypical concepts
[3, 4]. The logic TCL relies on the logic of typicalityALC+TRaCl

R [5], whose semantics
is based on the notion of rational closure, as well as on the DISPONTE semantics of
probabilistic DLs [6], and is equipped with a cognitive heuristic used by humans for
concept composition. In this logic, typicality inclusions of the form p :: T(C) v D
are used to formalize that “we believe with degree p about the fact that typical Cs
are Ds”. As in the distributed semantics, this allows us to consider different scenarios
containing only some typicality inclusions, each one having a suitable probability. Such
scenarios are then used to ascribe typical properties to a concept C obtained as the
combination of two concepts, revising the initial knowledge base with the addiction of
typical properties of C. In the example, the revised knowledge base provided by the
logic TCL contains typical properties of the combination of coffee and chocolate with
cream, which suggests to consider a beverage corresponding to the famous Turin drink
known as Bicerı́n (little glass), made by coffee, chocolate and cream.

2 Generating New Knowledge by Concept Combination in TCL

Given a knowledge base K in the Description Logic TCL, an intelligent agent has to
achieve a goal G intended as a set of concepts {D1, D2, . . . , Dn}. More precisely, the
agent has to find a solution for the goal, namely a concept C such that, for all properties
Di, it holds that either K |= C v Di or K |= T(C) v Di in the logic of typicality
ALC + TRaCl

R . If K does not contain any solution for the goal, then the agent tries to
generate a new concept by combining two existing ones C1 and C2 by means of the
logic TCL: C is then considered a solution for the goal if, considering the (C1 u C2)-
revised knowledge base KC extending K, we have that, for all properties Di, it holds
that eitherKC |= C v Di orKC |= T(C) v Di in the logic of typicalityALC+TRaCl

R .

Definition 1. Given a knowledge base K in the logic TCL, let G be a set of concepts
{D1, D2, . . . , Dn} called goal. We say that a concept C is a solution to the goal G if
either (i) for all Di ∈ G, either K |= C v Di or K′ |= T(C) v Di in the logic TCL or
(ii) C corresponds to the combination of two concepts C1 and C2 occurring in K, i.e.
C ≡ C1 uC2, and the C-revised knowledge base KC provided by the logic TCL is such
that, for all Di ∈ G, either KC |= C v Di or KC |= T(C) v Di in the logic TCL.

Consider the example of the Introduction and suppose that K contains the information
that, normally, coffee contains caffeine and is a hot beverage; moreover, we have that
the chocolate with is normally sweet and has a taste of milk, whereas Limoncello is
not a hot beverage (normally, it is served chilled). Both coffee and Limoncello are after
meal drinks. We can represent these information in the logic TCL as follows:

0.9 :: T(Coffee) v AfterMealDrink
0.8 :: T(Coffee) vWithCaffeine
0.85 :: T(Coffee) v HotBeverage
Limoncello v AfterMealDrink
0.9 :: T(Limoncello) v ¬HotBeverage
0.65 :: T(ChocolateWithCream) v Sweet
0.95 :: T(ChocolateWithCream) v TasteOfMilk
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Cold winters in Turin suggest to have a hot after-meal drink, also being sweet and
having taste of milk. We can then define a goal G as

G = {AfterMealDrink ,HotBeverage,Sweet ,TasteOfMilk}.

None of the concepts in the knowledge base represent a solution for the problem. How-
ever, the combination between the concepts Coffee and ChocolateWithCream repre-
sents a solution. Indeed, the revised knowledge base obtained by exploiting the logic
TCL to combine these concepts allows the agent to extend its knowledge with the fol-
lowing typicality inclusions:

0.9 :: T(Coffee u Chocolate) v AfterMealDrink
0.85 :: T(Coffee u Chocolate) v HotBeverage
0.65 :: T(Coffee u ChocolateWithCream) v Sweet
0.95 :: T(Coffee u ChocolateWithCream) v TasteOfMilk

providing a solution to the goal corresponding to the famous Turin drink known as
Bicerı́n (little glass).

We have implemented our framework (http://di.unito.it/gocciola) and we have tested
it in the task of concept combination by comparing the obtained results with other sys-
tems as well with human responses. The description of the implementation and the
experimental results are fully reported in [1].
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